**$967,065**
Awarded to students

**$130,564**
Supporting college programs

### Scholars

- **597** Students supported by foundation scholarships
- **641** Scholarships given

### Donors

- **$65,631** Total giving by individuals
- **158** Individual donors

### Partners

- **$1,591,078** in partner giving
- **66** Partner agencies and organizations

### CCD Students

- **60%** Are low-income and in need of financial support
- **63%** Are first generation college students

---

**Bright Futures Ahead**

Supporting the Community College of Denver Foundation can change a life, provide help to an entire family, and transform our community.

When you support the CCD Foundation, it is so much more than a donation. You are providing hope for a new future - for students, their families, and for the Denver community.

---

**CCD.edu/Foundation**

@Give2CCD

Our mission is to transform lives and the Denver community by supporting the students of Community College of Denver through scholarships, programs, and facilities.